1. Safety first!• You’ll be using a scalpel or a razor to cut the cow’s eye. Be careful. A scalpel
or razor can cut you as easily as it cuts the cow’s eye.• Whenever you handle raw meat
(whether it’s a cow’s eye or a steak), you wash your hands thoroughly afterward to wash
away any bacteria you picked up from the meat. If you have cuts on your hand, we also
recommend you wear gloves so that no bacteria from the cow’s eye infects your cut.
2. Here’s what you need:• One cow’s eye for every two participants• One single-edged razor
blade or scalpel for every two participants• Scissors (optional)• Wax paper and paper towels•
Plastic garbage bag• A cutting board or other surface on which you can cut- A sheet of
newspaper• Soap, water, and paper towels for cleaning up
3. Examine the outside of the eye. See how many parts of the eye you can identify. You
should be able to find the whites (or sclera), the tough, outer covering of the eyeball. You
should also be able to identify the fat and muscle surrounding the eye. You should be able to
find the covering over the front of the eye (the cornea). When the cow was alive, the cornea
was clear. In your cow’s eye, the cornea may be cloudy. You may be able to look through the
cornea and see the iris, the colored part of the eye, and the pupil, the dark oval in the middle
of the iris.
4. Cut away the fat and muscle.
5. Use a scalpel to make an incision in the cornea. (Careful— Don’t cut yourself!) Cut until the
clear liquid under the cornea is released. That clear liquid is the aqueous humor. It’s made of
mostly of water and keeps the shape of the cornea.
6. Use the scalpel to make an incision through the sclera in the middle of the eye.
7. Use your scissors to cut around the middle of the eye, cutting the eye in half. You’ll end up
with two halves. On the front half will be the cornea.• The cornea is made of pretty tough
stuff—it helps protect your eye. It also helps you see by bending the light that comes into
your eye.• Once you have removed the cornea, place it on the board (or cutting surface) and
cut it with your scalpel or razor. Listen. Hear the crunch? That’s the sound of the scalpel
crunching through layers of clear tissue. The cow’s cornea has many layers to make it thick
and strong. When the cow is grazing, blades of grass may poke the cow’s eye— but the
cornea protects the inner eye.
8. The next step is to pull out the iris. The iris is between the cornea and the lens. It may be
stuck to the cornea or it may have stayed with the back of the eye. Find the iris and pull it
out. It should come out in one piece. You can see that there’s a hole in the center of the iris.
That’s the pupil, the hole that lets light into the eye. The iris contracts or expands to change
the size of the pupil. In dim light, the pupil opens wide to let light in. In bright light, the pupil
shuts down to block light out.

9. The back of the eye is filled with a clear jelly. That’s the vitreous humor, a mixture of protein
and water. It’s clear so light can pass through it. It also helps the eyeball maintain its shape.•
Now you want to remove the lens. It’s a clear lump about the size and shape of a squashed
marble.
10. The lens of the cow’s eye feels soft on the outside and hard in the middle. Hold the lens up
and look through it. What do you see? __________________________________________
11. Put the lens down on a newspaper and look through it at the words on the page. What do you
see? _____________________________________________________________________
12. Now take a look at the rest of the eye. If the vitreous humor is still in the eyeball, empty it
out. On the inside of the back half of the eyeball, you can see some blood vessels that are part
of a thin fleshy film. That film is the retina. Before you cut the eye open, the vitreous humor
pushed against the retina so that it lay flat on the back of the eye. It may be all pushed
together in a wad now.• The retina is made of cells that can detect light. The eye’s lens uses
the light that comes into the eye to make an image, a picture made of light. That image lands
on the retina. The cells of the retina react to the light that falls on them and send messages to
the brain.
13. Use your finger to push the retina around. The retina is attached to the back of the eye at just
one spot. Can you find that spot? That’s the place where nerves from all the cells in the retina
come together. All these nerves go out the back of the eye, forming the optic nerve, the
bundle of nerves that carries messages from the eye to the brain. The brain uses information
from the retina to make a mental picture of the world.• The spot where the retina is attached
to the back of the eye is called the blind spot. Because there are no light- sensitive cells at
that spot, you can’t see anything that lands in that place on the retina.
14. Under the retina, the back of the eye is covered with shiny, blue-green stuff. This is the
tapetum. It reflects light from the back of the eye. Have you ever seen a cat’s eyes shining in
the headlights of a car? Cats, like cows, have a tapetum. A cat’s eye seems to glow because
the cat’s tapetum is reflecting light. If you shine a light at a cow at night, the cow’s eyes will
shine with a blue-green light because the light reflects from the tapetum lucidum.
15. Look at the other side of the back of the eye. Can you find the optic nerve? To see the
separate fibers that make up the optic nerve, pinch the nerve with a pair of scissors or your
fingers. If you squeeze the optic nerve, you may get some white goop. That is myelin, the
fatty layer that surrounds each fiber of the nerve.
16. Clean-up• All parts of the eye can be wrapped up in a paper towel and deposited into the
garbage can with the plastic bag.• All tools including the dissection tray must be washed with
water and soap.• Return the tray to the cart and lay 1 paper towel in it to dry.• Place all of the
tools back in the appropriate container.• WASH YOUR HANDS thoroughly with soap and
water.• Use the spray bottle and paper towels to clean the surface of your desk.
Sources: http://www.slideshare.net/dumouchelle/cows-eye-dissection-instructions-12548003

